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Christmas Quiz XIII 
 

All answers are the names of countries or regions. All clues are based purely on the name of the 

country or region and any connection to the nature of the country or region is entirely coincidental. 

Names are the standard English name of the country or region. All reference sources are permitted.   

Answers will be available from Epiphany from www.edrith.co.uk with honour and glory to the highest 

scoring individual/team. Please email me with your completed answers before Epiphany for a chance 

at victory or the honour roll. 

 

Europe 

1 Pirate exclaims during categorical denial  

2 Common British meteorological phenomenon exponentiates  

3 Dappled French mountain  

4 Mum’s gone there  

5 Sounds peckish  

6 Singing in a small lake  

7 Antelope from the former tax office  

8 An untidy person before a reversed advanced computer  

9 Cockney cetaceans  

10 Bottom left quadrant of paradise  

11 Famous ranger makes one fewer pirate’s sound  

12 Short jazz instrument upon 25th letter   

13 Where it mainly rains on the plain  

14 Sign indicating animal lair  

15 Country of fishes?  

16 Not particular as to whether bacteria, virus or fungus  

17 A perfectly typical Andrew  

18 One thousand ancient eggs  

19 Enquiry of employee looking for the personnel department  

20 Alex’s winning card  

Middle East and Africa 

21 Scottish to know you  

22 Could Egyptian sun god be Canaan’s supreme deity?  

23 Controversially hanging  

24 Permit a notorious district of London to overlap  

25 Talk excessively  

26 What I did on sports day  

27 Jailer missing centre  

28 A partisan of David  

29 How a town crier might call to adult male residents.  

30 Merkel undergoes a vowel shift  

31 Affleck is at home  

32 How one might refer to a male goose  

33 Michael or Katie?  

34 A high plain of good luck  

35 A patriotic Frenchman’s response to a suggestion that he fly 

British Airways 

 

36 Sounds like a period spent in line  

37 Legislation between mother and me  

38 Concerning birth  

39 Brave new happy drug precedes a colloquial small country  

40 Aller or gehen  

The Americas 

41 Probably not, because she saw something nasty in the woodshed.  

42 Not an old pullover  

43 Isle of the Black Prince  

44 Sounds like I formerly possessed a weeding implement  

45 Sneezing between holy communion and badger dens  

46 A man, a plan, a canal:  

47 Block poor quality operating system  
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48 The principal fifth letter  

49 Sounds like it could be either hot or cold  

50 Denoting the first baby lion  

51 Valuable minerals, nearly all departed  

52 Famous Trotter cognisant of danger  

53 Euro’s predecessor precedes love without end  

54 Tell Alice to question the first letter  

55 China’s leader comes between a personal pronoun and company  

56 Join? Personally sever.  

57 Scrambled South Sea paradise lacks tea  

58 Beseech a Chinese emperor to explain his reasons  

59 Loch Ness Monster forwardly displays top marks  

60 One of the knights whose horse Factors looked after  

Asia, Australasia and Oceania 

61 A humorous rapid punch  

62 Wager after a drink with jam and bread  

63 How a German might respond to a command from the Greek god 

of the wild 

 

64 Write to short Angela  

65 Belonging to Elizabeth  

66 Scottish mountain named after a colloquial young woman  

67 Sacred Japanese mountain precedes an indefinite article  

68 £1.05  

69 South African extinct flightless bird  

70 Archipelago of a wise king  

71 You go with the third person to read perfectly with the first – all in 

French 

 

72 A singing operating system  

73 Spain’s king thinks longingly of his lost armada  

74 Knock out a large, flightless, cockney bird  

75 Lumberjack’s tool overlaps an anise-based drink  

76 Forbid shady trees – be quiet!  

77 Cheer on the first letter  

78 A friend in Northumbria  

Former countries and regions 

79 How one could describe an esquire bedell  

80 A legume before the largest country in the world  

81 Confused praise  

82 Target a stance between a meditating sound, backwardss  

83 A half-fish version of the American spy agency  

84 Density comes before a German sustainability impact assessment  

85 Operatic song sung by Captain Vimes  

86 International measurement system in the morning  

87 Bad odour of an overturned fastened cloth, inter alia  

88 Homer’s neighbour  

89 Feline animal fodder  

Imaginary and Fictional 

90 Define the function hen-1 over all non-ocean regions.  

91 Literary kestrel precedes Planck’s Constant  

92 Fifty crippled predecessors to Windows  

93 Summon a trumpet  

94 Sunset love  

95 Both or either  

96 Divine spirit of a place of French gold  

97 Old age; alternatively, a commotion  

98 Sounds like a female lion  

99 Two shillings  

100 Stifling heat, not off  
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